Control system highlights
Living comfort to perfection.

Der SonnenLicht Manager

Explore
Smart Home.

Want to just put your feet up and not worry about a thing?
With Smart Home your dreams will come true. Thanks
to innovative technology, sun shading and lighting, for
example, can be easily controlled via smartphone or
completely automatically – for a real feel-good home.
With WAREMA control systems, you can always choose
the perfect Smart Home solution – irrespective of whether
simply through retrofitting, during renovation work or in
new buildings.
Find the ideal solution for your project:
www.warema.om/smarthome

The right control
From the simple radio solution to the premium solution for
the highest demands: WAREMA has the ideal solution for
to meet your requirements – both for new buildings and
retrofitting.

Discover the benefits
of a smart home
More efficiency
Always have a perfect feel-good climate
with automatic control of your sun shading system depending on the time of day,
weather and position of the sun. Even
artificial light can be controlled as desired.
This way, you save a lot of money.
More safety
Wind monitoring prevents storm damage,
and thanks to sophisticated presence
simulation, your home appears to be
occupied even when you're on holiday.
More comfort
Create your ideal climate in your personal
Smart Home easily with just one click on
your smartphone or tablet.

Flexible and easy:
WMS Radio system
Regardless of whether you want to
automate just the patio awning or the
sun shading system in the whole house:
with the WAREMA Mobile System you
can control all sun shading products
conveniently by radio signal. Create your
perfect indoor climate and comfortable
atmosphere to reflect the time of day and
weather. From the hand or wall-mounted
transmitter through to smartphone
operation, the system offers all
possibilities - and thanks to the minimum
amount of installation work required,
it is particularly suitable for renovation
projects. Step into a Smart Home!

Patio awnings
You can find an awning suitable for your personal
requirements with WAREMA. The unique integrated WMS
control which blends into the awning completely and is
installed by us during manufacture ensures the highest
level of comfort - look forward to unforgettable feel-good
moments!

Printing errors, changes and deviations from the technical specifications and product presentation are possible due to the individual structural conditions and apply to all
the products included in this brochure.

Your home in your pocket
with WMS WebControl pro
WMS Wind sensor
Protect your awning: with the unobtrusive integrated
WMS Wind sensor, the awning automatically retracts in
strong wind.

(Available from the third quarter of 2019)

The WMS WebControl pro, which is suitable
for retrofitting, allows you to transform your
home into a Smart Home. Conveniently
operate your sun shading system from anywhere in the world using a PC, tablet
or smartphone.

Wonderful functionality:
WAREMA Wisotronic
The tried and tested Wisotronic is perfectly
suited to controlling various sun shading
products. Thanks to the integrated
inside temperature sensor, it ensures a
comfortable indoor climate at all times –
even when you're not at home.

Weather station multisense
The weather station, which is ideally suited for Wisotronic,
measures brightness, temperature, wind and precipitation and
thus automatically ensuring comfort and energy efficiency.

WAREMA external venetian blinds
As a modern and elegant shading system, our external
venetian blinds guarantee an attractive facade. In
combination with a WAREMA control system, you will be
able to enjoy perfect lighting conditions at all times with
maximum energy efficiency.

For demanding requirements:
WAREMA climatronic® 3.0
Would you also like to control lighting
and the like in addition to sun shading?
This is no problem with WAREMA
climatronic® 3.0. It coordinates all
systems and thus creates a comfortable
environment at all times. Choose your
favourite climate using programmable
scenarios – it couldn't be any simpler.
A highlight of the control of external
venetian blinds is the automatic slat
tracking based on the sun's position.
This ensures there is always an optimal
amount of daylight – without you having
to do anything.

For more information, please contact your WAREMA dealer:

Discover SunLight Management!
You can find out even more about solutions and product highlights from WAREMA in our other brochures.
Simply download or request them at www.warema.com/leaflets.
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Ihre Terrasse wird
zum WohnfühlZimmer.

Wohlfühlen beginnt zu Hause
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Entspanntes Outdoor Living mit WAREMA
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Ganz exklusiv relaxen
Hochwertige
Sonnenschutzlösungen

External venetian blinds
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External venetian blinds highlights

Sonnenschutz als Design-Element

Wohnfühlzeit individuell
gestalten
Mit passenden Extras & Zubehör

Nachhaltig leben

Intelligentes Wohnen

Entspanntes Outdoor Living

Kosten sparen mit Sonnenschutz

Smarte Lösungen, die mitdenken

Lieblingsplätze im Freien

Manage daylight flexibly and stylishly.
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